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3udget Deficit Causes SSU Employee To Lose Job
By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

divorce. He was devastated by that and
Several SSU employees will lose the imJXict it had on their teenage daughtheir positions in theupcomingmooths ter. The stressofthis incident left him in
to slow the impact of the $760,792 a severe state of depressioo, and his
lxxlgetdeficit. Many ofthese employ- physician recommended medical leave.
McClintocksaid, "WhetherornotI
ees have given years of service to the
University in various functioos. One am ccrnpetent to evalmte the UIS Deirxlividual lw charged the University partment, I think comes out of my years
with an improper transfer frcrn his of experience. And you don't have to
original positioo to his c\D'Tent one, lookatJXiperworkcrpeq,leperse. What
which Shawnee is cutting frcrn its you look at is what work is required for
a certain department and who isrespcnJllyroll.
Ken Ousan, Network Manager sible to seeing that work is done. If that
done, why isn't it dooe?"
SSU, does n~ argue 1hat his posi- wooc is
She then stated,' 'My detennination
tioo should not be terminated, but
argues that he should not be in that was, aloog with the Boord of Trustees,
that I would not, I could not in good
position.
Crusan was aiginally employed cooscience, recommend 1hat anyooe be
know who to
as ADP Programmer for University fired because I did
Informatioo Systems (UIS), and was blame."
Mcclintock added, "If I felt that
later i:romoted to Systems 'Manager
under then Direct« of the UIS, Paul therewerepeopleworkingin the departDawsoo. After Dawson left the Uni- ment that could be retained er could be
versity,MargaretMcaintockbecame . moved to other areas, that was my plan.
the new director. Five mooths after That was my reorganizatioo plan of the
asswning her position, she wr~ an department."
tmfavo~~~¢ evaluation of Crusan and
Crusan feels it was more than a
his work and later recommended bis reorganizatioo plan, butrathera purge of
transfer from UIS to an<Xller position the department. This is because
· at the University.
Mcclintock did not Wlderstand how
Crusan claims that McClintock understaffed the department was at that
did not have enough time to make an time.
evalmtionofhisperformance.Hesaid
Mcclintock claims that the UIS
that in November his marriage of 15 Department had flaws and Dr. Jeffrey
years crumbled when his wife filed for Jalbert, a ccmputer coosultant of JCC,

foc

agreed with her analysis.
McClintock said, "The (sic)
that I believed were wrong,
but I couldnotprovemyselfbecause
I don't ccme from a VAX background, and unfOl1llrately I never
wooced on a VAX site before. So
when I wa1ked in the door here',
whether or~ it was Ken cranyooe
else in this department they tell me
things about the VAX. I
coold not prove or dis- f
provefromthestandpoint :0
ofsigningontotheVAX r;i;l
to see whether the situa- f
tion actually existed or ]
~. That is scmething
Dr. Jalbert could U
do... Once they were in
here and looked, in fact, :,
proved all of the things I •
have suspected, then I ;
was in a pootion to de- tll
cide what to oo."
Crusan had initially
gone on leave in No- <
vember to deal with his .::i
personalcrisis.However, f
hedidretimbacktowooc j

Vice-President of Busines.s Affairs,
''OnJanuary23,Iwasnotifiedbymy
Systems Manager, Ken Crusan, that
his ooctor was placing him 00 medical leave. Ken had been working
sporadically since the end ofNovember, and this leave was the culmination ofhis deteriorating medical coo,,
dition.
The University evaluates their

meaning "needs improvement", 3
''meets expectati~'', and 4 meaning
"exceeds expectations." 1ne evaluation is split into two areas oo professional and perfcrmance ·characteristics.
The characteristics covered by the
persooalevaluatiooincludethefollowing: working relations, education and
development activities, supervisory

in intervals, but found it =-- ~~~iiiiiiii~~~iiii.iiii;;iiiiiiii_;;;;~~~~iiiiiiii;;;-;~~;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiii::iiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,l
impossibletowooccooOfncc or Univ r i
Informot u
sistently with his situation.
employees on a scale frcm 0-4: O ability, acceptance ofrespoosibility, .
According to a memo from meaning "no expectations met", 1 Continued on page 5
Mcclintock to Ray Moore, former meaning "few expectations met", 2 See UIS

UIS Consulting Fees Over $37,000

By Donna Kerecz
UC Editor-in-Chief
Since January, the Chronicle has
been attempting to qualify the worth

of top administrators and their
spending habits, especially with
the implication that the deficit is
1e, in part, to incompetence. This
~ . the Chronicle takes a look at
UIS and its use of consults.
The Chronicle, through docu'lnents and interviews, learned that
a consulting firm listed as JCC Inc.
has been handling the system- management operations for Shawnee
State.
Initially, the services of JCC
wererequestedonJanuary24, 1992
by Margaret McClintock, Director
ofUniversity Infonnation Systems
(UIS), after learning the day before that her Systems Manager,
Ken Crusan, was being placed on
medical leave. She wrote in a

memorandum to Dr. Clive Veri, SSU
President, that if JCC were needed
for two months, the total cost would
be approximately $22,000.
Two months later, on March 24,
McClintockwrites, ''Unfortunately,
there was no time to follow a formal
bid process. I presented the situation
to Neil Hawk, V.P. of Business Affairs, and Dr. Oive Veri, President.
We all agreed that the circumstances
required us to bring in help immediately."
One month later, April 24,
McClintock made another request
for "additional funds of $15,000
increase Purchase Order No. 027380
from $22,000 to $37,000." She
writes, •'The additional ·funds are
required to cover the costs of system
managem.:nt operations until such
time as the UIS staff re-organization
is finalized and a permanent systems

manager can be hired." As of
September of 1992, UIS was still
using the services of JCC and the
position of Systems Manager has
not been filled.
The Chronicle asked
Mcclintock ifit would not have
been more cost effective to hire
someone in the place of Crusan
than to contract with an outside
agency. Mcclintock said,
''That'sapersonnelquestionand
I don't want to answer it. You
have Mr. Crusan's file. It wasn't
anticipated as a replacement. He
(Crusan) was out on medical
leave and we did need assistance
then.''
The Chronicle then asked if
it would have been more costeffective if her staff had trained
student employees instead of hiring JCC at a cost of $500 to

$1,000 per day. "That would depend on the level ofknowledge of
the people working in the department,'' said McClintock. The UC
asked if she felt her people had
that knowledge. Her reply was, "I
don't want to make a comment on
personnel issues in my department. I think if you pull personnel
records, you '11 see evaluations that
have been done and you should be
able to make a determination from
that."
McClintock was then asked
why a formal bid process, in accor
dance with an Ohio State Law which
calls for at least three formal competitive bids, had not been made.
McClintock replied, ''There were
initially three people contacted
which was RWI Inc. Digital Equipment Corp (DEC) and JCC Inc., but
JCC was more reasonably priced

and DEC declined."
• A.L. Addington, Provost, was
asked why a formal bid proces.s had
not been followed and told the
Chronicle. ''In an emergency situation a formal bid is not required."
Commentary:
Again the Chronicle runs into

more peculiarities and unanswered
questions. We believe a Systems
Manager would save this University many needed dollars in consulting fees. We believe that ifa bid
process would have been started in
January, two months before
McClintock said the situation was
in jeopardy, a less costly consulting
firm may have been obtained.
We also believe if concerns
raised before McClintock was hired
about her lack of VAX experience
had been heeded, the problem may
have been avoided all together.

The Universitv., Chronicle
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An Expression of Appreciation To Those Who Helped

1'0 llte Editor,

"The
Truth
Shall Not
Live
Quietly"
-The Chronicle Motto

As the 1993 Homecoming Chairperson of the Student Programming
Board, I would like to extend my
appreciation to all who helped make
Homecoming a success.
Homecoming was kicked off by
a bonfire in recognition of the athletes. Thanks to Joe Hull, Derek
Kesig, and the Portsmouth Fire Department for controlling the fire.
Thanks also to the athletes and
coaches that attended: Coach Jim

Due to the recent report on secondhand cigarette smoke, I have
become even more concerned about
Shawnee State Bathrooms.
The cigarette smoke is thick
enough to gag someone, and even
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Arnzen and the basketball team,
Coach Robin Hagen Smith and the
Lady Bears, Gary Billups and the
Pep Band, Lois Rase and the SSU
cheerleaders, and Bill Theado foc the
use of his truck.
Shawnee State hosted Cedarville
College in our Homecoming game. At
half-time, Bridget Pennington was
crowned Queen by Dr. Qive Veri.
Melissa May and Brandi Rose tied for
firstnmner-up. Congratulations to those
ladies. Half-time festivities ran

smoothly thanks to Brian Hawkins
and Polly Workman.
Our HomeccmingDance was the
best ever. Thanks to Fred Ouisman,
Randy Warman, Hitrnan Entertainment, Jim Humphrey Auto Sales,
Jefferson Township V.F.D., Butch
Kotcamp and maintenance, and Joe
Harris. l want to give a special
thanks to the following people for
their help in setting up our elaborate
decorations: Brandi Champion,
Jacque Evans, Dennis Foreman,

Angela Grube, Brian Hawkins, Mary
and Jay Hoover, May, Jerry, and
Jason Hughes, Katrina Miller,
Bridget Pennington, the P a r ~
Organization, Jason Sininger, Br
Stiltner,Polly W<Xianan,JeffYutitger,
Memories by Dennis, aooanyoneelse
who helped in any way.
I would especially like to thank Joe
Hull, Derek Kesig,aoo Krista Wooten
foc the long and late hours they spent
wocking on Homecoming.
Jeannie Alkire

more dangerous to allergy and
asthma sufferers. I personally do
not want to have to spray a nose-full
of Beconase in order to go to the
bathroom.
I understand that smokers have

to smoke, but why do so in restrooms which are used by many
students. Students who may not
want to take anymore unnecessary
risks with their health than they
may already have to deal with.

So my question is what can be
done to please both smokers and
non-smokers? Why do some students have to suffer so other students can deal with an addiction?
Jennifer L. Blankenship

Shawnee State Bathrooms Are A Health Hazard--

To the Editor,

The
University
Chronicle
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A List of Reasons For Picking Up Chronicle _ _ __
To the editor,

In the tradition of the esteemed
comedian David Letterman, we have
put together a Top IO list of reasons
for picking up the University
Chranicle. This list is partly in jest
(at least this part is). And now, the
Top IO reasons for picking up the
Chronicle.

I 0. First graders enjoy correcting it.
9. You are bulimic but you don't
feel like sticking your finger down
your throat.
• 8. Stories in the National Enquirer seems too factual.
7. You are a masochist.

To Jeff Nesler, Lisa Sherman,
and Duanne Skaggs,

YOU THREE SHOULD WORK
FOR THE CHRONICLE

A

6. Fish wrap
5. One word: kindling.
4. Give all copies to Dr. Veri's

maid so she can supplement her
income by recycling.
3. Youneverknowwhenyou'll
run out of toiit:t paper.
2. Makes us feel smart because

Chronicle writers spell worse than
wedo.
l. The rainforest is too noisy
anyway.

Jeff Nesler
Lisa Sherman
Duane Skaggs

List of" Reasons to Join Chronicle

Hopefully to put an end to a
. I 0. We want you to tell us what
tradition, I have compiled a list of a rainforest sounds like.
reasons why you should join the
9. It's time you kids learned
Chronicle staff. Idon'tknowanyof what journalism is.
you, so this list is somewhat of a
8. We'll teach you how to know
joke. However, after reading your when you're running out of toilet
list, I doubt I would like you, so • paper (Hint: it's when there's no
maybe it's not a joke.
more on the roll!)
7. You apparently need someTOP 10 REASONS WHY

thing better to do if you watch David
Letterman.
6. You apparently need something better to do if you 're wrapping
fish.
5. We need writers who have to
work in "threes" to produce one
story.
4. There's always pizza left at
the staff meetings and we hate to
waste food.

3.. The floors need swept.
2. My editor wouldn't let me (
a list titled "TOP IO REASON:,
WHY PEOPLE WHO DO TOP I 0.
LISTS SHOULD BE TERMINATED."
I. Hopefully, the time you spend
working for the Chronicle will
reduce your chances of reproducing.
Kevin Zornes, UC Copy Editor

A Call for Volunteer Writers=================

A challen~e to the top IO writers--if they think they can handle it
By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor
Elsewhere in this paper you will

find a list of the Top Ten reasons for
wocking for the Chronicle. You will
also find Kevin z.omes' rather snarly
reply. Please forgive Kevin; he only
started acting like a smart-assed curmudgeonafter he joined the staff. Still,
•his reply is meant in the spirit of fun.
Right, Kevin? Kevin?
Let me assure you we found the
original Top Ten list hilarious. In fact,
Martin Poston laughed so hard he
nearly wet himself. The writers came
up with some very funny lines. It
makes me wish they were writing
for the Chronicle. If there's anything this school really needs (other

than 776,000 dollars) it's humor.
We try, of course. The trouble is,
the world is such a crazy place today,
it's sometimes difficult to tell the humor colwnns from the headlines. In
any case, we do need writers.
Not that there's anything wrong
with the ones we have now! Well,
there's actually a lot wrong with them,
but I mean there's nothing wrong with
themascolwnnists. Theydoafinejob.
Through the months I've worked with
these people, I've come to have a
tremendous amountofrespectfcrthem
I've seen tresepeople gJow as individuals am as a group. I've seen them wodc
all-night sessions, speoo hours on the
pmettadcingOOw'Ilohicurefacls,travel
in the most horrendous weather to re-

believe they thought of that as a sacrifice), and spend long hours slaving
over a wool-pucesD" as the ''dreaded
deadline doool!' llplXO!lChed.
I'm darm proud of these people.
But you have to realize that these
people have families. They have
school. Our Edita has no other interests-she can't--she spends 60 to 80
hours a week putting out this paper.
I'msuremanypeoplethink wodcing foc the paper is easy. It's not. It's
chaotic,it'stirne-caNming,itdemams
theverybestyoohavetogive. Although
our people often JU in mere hours, aoo
at the oddest~ most ofthe students
waking fer the rewspaper can be oo
mere than part-time volunteers.
port on concerts (though I don't

There's nothing wrong with that.
But it does mean that we're alway
the lockout for new writers. So w}ai
we get a wonderful comedy bit like !be
Tq, Ten list, we are compelled tc
to Skaggs, Sherman am Nesler: ifyuu
can write like this, why aren't you on
the paper where your talents are
needed?
We challenge you to spend one
weekend with us: from Friday to six
a.m. Monday morning. The lastminute fact-checking, the final troofreading aoo copy-editing, the rug} to
write a three-hundred-and-twentyseven wocd piece to fill up that empty
space on page seven.. .it's hectic, it's
exhilarating and rewarding. Most of
all, it's hard wodc.
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SSU Students Try Harder Than Students From "Real" Schools

The Curse of Satan (a.k.a. money) Has Separated the People
By Kevin Zornes
UC Copy Editor
¥ ou'retravelingthrough~ceandtime. Youcometoadoor
·mg to aoother dimension. A dimension where Bill Clinton
nught know what he's doing, Dr. Mirabella teaches a class on
tangents, and David Lettennan just signed a deal with PBS.
You're about to cross over into...The Twilight .zornes.
Welcome. This week, I couldn't decide what to write
about. I mean, look at what all goes on here at Shawnee State.
Our library has peeping toms and alleged masturbators; our
administration is...well... "flawed"; and few colleges have
reporters, such as Jay Arr Henderson, who get beat up for .
what they know or possess.
Shawnee State is a unique place.
We do, however, have a bad reputati<;m. Most people
think a degree from Shawnee State is meaningless. Please let
me tell you about a few people I know who think this.
Several people I know from high school (West Union
High School) think Shawnee is a boring, worthless institution
where people who can't afford a real school go. They like to
run Shawnee into the ground. They like to do this because
they have nothing better to do.
These are the same people who think their excrement

NO COLUMN AGAIN THIS WEEK
\\y Jay Arr Henderson,
Assistant Editor
(Note from the Editor)
Jay "I was only kidding" Henderson is still recovering from the effects of a recent beating which took place
shortly after the fearless columnist (he no longer wishes
to be known as a reporter) revealed in a recent column
that he had obtained photographs ofa major law-enforcement official and a chihuahua in a " compromising position.'' Due to the fact that he is on a heavy diet of Percodan
and Santac, he is presently unable to write his column. In
fact, we doubt ifhe could write his name. As to the pictures
he claimed to have, he now says:
(a) that the pictures are safe
(b) there never were any pictures
(c) the porpoise ate the crumbcake (whatever the
J that means)
(d) he will fribbleglatz the pictures when he's
,,.....,-,gang
rebby (his tongue was not working well
nis point, due to the massive quantities of drugs he
had ingested).
When told that he would have to get his story straight,
he replied with his first truly coherent sentence in some
hours. ''When Clinton gets his story straight, Olget my
story straight!"
He then asked us to give a message to his friends in
Narcotics Anonymous. He no longer considers alcohol a
drug and would somebody please bring him a fifth of
Dack Janiels?
We presume he will pay you back when he
fribbleglatzes the pictures.

smells like potpourri, the same people who are so stuck up,
blinking lights are attached to their noses to prevent collisions
with airplanes, and the same people whose idea of a good time
is sitting around comparing their fraternity/sorority sweatshirts.
These are people I can do without.
The people I know go to school's like Miami in Oxford
(most of the girls there are named Muffy), the University of

Cincinnati (most of the people there couldn't tell you where
Riverfront Stadium is), and Morehead (the name says it all and the
campus newspaper reeks).
•
These people think they go to a ''real'' school. Do you want to
know why they think this? Because they pay more. Yes, once

again, the curse of Satan (a.k.a. money) has separated the
people.
In grade school, the people wearing Levi's were cool and
the people wearing Rustler's were geeks. In high school, the
people who wore a hundred dollar pair of Nike's were in and
the people who had the twenty-dollar Cuga's were morons.
Now, the people paying $60,000 for their education are-the
most promising and the rest ofus go to Shawnee.
Things that make you go HMMM ...
Perhapsl'mnotgoingtoa "real" school. Perhaps I won't
ever be a writer. Perhaps a degree from Shawnee doesn 'tmean
as much as a degree from UC or Miami.
Perhaps I don't give a flying fig newton.
I'm trying to do something, as are most people here at SSU.
Our name may not be as prestigious and our tuition may not
be as high, but dag-gone-it, we're trying. Some ofus are trying
harder than those at "real" schools. and, in my opinion, that's all
that counts.
So the next time, you hear someone talking bad about Shawnee
(iftheygotoShawnee,it'sokay;they'reallowedtodoit),tellthem
to go drink toilet water. Be careful, though. Ifthey goto Morehead,
they're more than likely going to do it.
Until next week, live long and play the lottery.

during a fervent message, and an old coon hound wandered
through the back door. It was sniffing around the pulpit, and
the preacher didn't miss a lick.
''Get outta here, you old grey hound, 'fore I take my cane
and knock you down ... Glory, hallelujah!"
When Sister Corey came in late one time, he exclaimed,
"Well here comes Sister Corey, Glory! Glory!"
Yes, we had a good time. We would hear Dewey Hatfield
sing "Ain't Gonna Lay My Army Down" (that's how he
pronounced "armor"). I'll never forget old Sister Brown,
Sunday-Best In Number Eleven
who played the tambourine. She was playing around the altar
By Willard Elton Ford II
UC StafTWriter
service once, and would occasionally bang this poor old bald
People have been asking me to share some more of the lazy fellow up-side of the head while he was praying. She said,
summer days and sleepy winter nights back in Number Eleven. "Bless him, Lord! Bless him!" Back there, you got a good
So sit back in your rocker and put another log on the fire. We 're blessing or else!
going back to where things were simple and we like it.
I remember the old evangelist who would get to preaching
One thing that made country living special was family time. hard, and blow his false teeth across the podium. Some of
Television hadn't reached the hollers yet, so we spent a lot of those piano players would get that old up-right piano going
time in front of the radio for entertainment. Mom would pop and a string would occasionally snap across the room.
some corn and all of us kids gathered on the braided rug to hear
Now that I think ·back, no wonder there were os many
the Grand Old Opry on Saturday nights. Cousin Minnie Pearl ''portly'' saints about. We ate for every occasion. For a new
was always' 'proud" to be there and Patsy Cline kept "Walkin' birth, we would eat. If someone died, we ate. Every holiday,
After Midnight.'' Now those were the days!
we ate. Life was sure short for the chickens back then!
Deep within a hillbilly's heart is a devotion to God and (Thanks to Aunt Elle).
country. Mom made sure that we were up bright and early for
I hope to hear from you good folks again this week.
church on Sunday mornings. Church was an integral part of There's ajarofapple butter in the cooler, and biscuits in the
mountain folk's lives. It gave spiritual enrichment and served oven. You don't have to live in Number Eleven to enjoy life.
as a place to socialize. We would put on our Sunday best and It is just a way ofliving, and we like it. So until Big Maw gets
Dad would load us up to go the couple miles to our little church. the gravy done, keep talking SSU!
We would stop to get Aunt Helen and Aunt Elle. Aunt Elle
Did You Kn.ow??????
lived down in Paw Paw (another holler). She was a sharp--February 14, 1912--Arizona joins the Union as the forty-eighth
shooter and could kill a chicken for dinner by throwing a rock
state.
ai it quicker that you could blink. Awtt Helen taught Sunday
--February I5, 1945--Seventy thousand are killed in Dresden,
School, and was always anxious for us to come to class.
Gennany, during a series of bombing raids by the United States
That little church house had an old pot-bellied stove that
and British air forces, during World War II.
Deacon Dotsan kept burning white. Preacher Davis would
--February 16, 1965--Four members of the Black Liberation
Front are arrested for plotting to blow up the Statue of Liberty.
preach hell so hot that you could feel the heat and smell the
--February 17, I981--The Chrysler Corporation announces a
smoke. Mom dared any of us to fidget or sleep during sermon.
record $1,700 million loss for the year 1980.
Big Maw would occasionally nudge a snoring Big Paw, who
--February
18, 1861--The Cheyenne and Arapaho Native Ameriwould wake up with a hearty ''Amen!''
cans give up their claims to most of Colorado.
Back in the old Holiness churches, preachers often sang
-February 19,1866-Congress passes the New Freedmen's Butheir sermons with rhyme. I remember sitting by Awtt Helen
reau bill, providing for military trials for people accused of
depriving Blacks of their civil rights.
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C:ars and Drivers Part 2

By Dennis Day

UC StatTWriter

This week's theme is a continuation of the previous week• s subject:
cars and drivers. More specifically,
the stupid things about driving which
cause us to seek psychiatric help
from time to time.
Normally, when we decide to be
civilized motorists and occasionally
(once a year) allow a fellow motorist
get in front of us ( as he is pulling out
of the gas station, for example), one
offive things will most likely occur:
I) the driver will be a 97-yearold bat who can't even see the numberson her won wristwatch, let alone
vehicles l Ofeet ahead of her.
2) the driver will be on his quest
for an unknown address which he
will spend a considerable amount of
your time doing about 15 mph looking for an address on the houses
along the street. More often than not,
it seems that the address for which
someone is searching is always the
house with no house numbers or
mailbox numbers at all.
3) The motorist ahead ofyou will
be the only person in the state who
isn't aware of the speed limit.
4) the motorist will be either lost,
just moved to town, or will be an out-

or children who require an estimated
time of3.6 minutes apiece to disembark from the vehicle.
C) A funeral procession. The man
driving the hearse drives slow because he know that somewhere behind him in the procession there is
r.-.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ probably a 88-year-old driving, so
he is forced to maintain a maximum velocity of a whopping 18
mph. Besides, he's probably getting paid by the hour, so he has no
reason to see, does he?
E) A student driver. God help
them (to stay away from me).
Ifyou do follow a funeral caravan, you get the sole benefit of
being able to run any and all red
lights.
Now, about red lights. I'm conto arrive at the above coqclusions
vinced these overgrown Christmas
for my fellow motorists.
Here's another list to ponder. lights are quite capable of determinWhen you are really in a hurry to get ing the velocity of the car speeding
somewhere, whether it be a beer toward it in an attempt to make it
party, a poker game or to see an through before the light decides to
absolutely critical TV show, one of change. If we study probability for a
the following is most probable to moment, isn't it correct to assume
occur. You will always manage to that your chances of reaching a light
while it is still green are roughly 50/
somehow get behind:
A) The same 97-year-old bat 50? I'm not taking into consideration
driving a car bigger than her house. the short duration the light is yellow,
B) A bus full of senior citizens because it ' s red or green far more than
of-state visitor.
5 The driver will be some psychotic wacko or some looney out
for a lazy cruise in absolutely no
hurry whatsoever to get anywhere .
I've been driving long enough

A Double Lesson
B Y .Jay Arr Henderson
0

!.ta

't

One of my earliest memories of

hool is of about the fourth grade.

guess I must have been about ten.

We were supposed to know all the
m.ajm cities ofNew England and I
1dn' 11-.ave a lue. Mrs. Harris asked
m-e if I knew the capital of Connecticul

After a moment of silence, she

prompted rne "Whatkindofcardo

I drive?"
I tried Chevy and Buick and
finally, Ford. She gave me a big
snule to encourage me. "Ford is

correct," .she cooed. "Now what
do I have here?" She asked, tapping herself on the left side of her
chest.
Theword "heart" didn't come
to mind, but something else did.
So I told her what she had there. I
don't think I'd ever seen a human
being turn quite that red. When the
laughter and the giggling died
down, she sent me back to my seat.
I had learned two things: (1) Be
careful about saying the first thing
that pops into your head, and (2)
The capital of Connecticut is not
Tittyford.

Religion, Politics and Sex

Notes from the Tanus Report

Compiled By
Rose Ann RussellRosier

UC Features Editor
As Published by Playboy Magazine
March 1993
A nationwide study of almost
3,000 people was taken to determine the sexual attitudes and behaviors of several sociological and
ideological groups. The survey
was taken from 1983 to 1992, and
dealt with the changes in attitudes

after the discovery of AIDS. Below are excerpts from two chapters "Religion and Sex" and
'' Politics and Sex'' .
Politics & Sex: Ultra-conservati ve vs. Ultra-liberal.
Talking Dirty is:
normal
42%
65%
kinky
35%
50%
Have you had full
sexual relation by:
age 14
19%
14%

it's ever yellow (unless of course,
the light in question is one of those
annoying yellow blinking lights);
If that's the case, then why does it
seem that most lights are either
yellow or red by the time we get to
them?
It must be one big conspiracy
run by the Arab nations. They probably have the entire US wired and
they're probably sitting over there
in Saudi Arabia in a massive office
building. This building is full of
small TV monitors of American
street intersections. The operators
see American cars careening rapidly in a race with the omnipotent
traffic light. Whence, a Saudi
presses a yellow button on his keyboard, thus causing a massive
bottleneck in the traffic. Laughing
withjoy at all the gas-we are wasting sitting at such traffic lights,
they do this continuously 24"hours
a day. Thus, we are forced to buy
more of their oil. It's probably like
a video game for the Saudis, something like Beat the Light.
Those of us who have experienced this seemingly endless wait
for a train to cross Waller St. would
probably aw~~ tliat it :,,~~n1s a train

will always beat your car to a railroad crossing every time.
I wonder if the street mai9fe-nance crew actually drives on
same roads that we ordinary citizeus
do. I've hit the same pothole on my
way to SSU for the past two years.
I'm sure you're all aware of which
one of the many potholes I'm describing. It's located on the short
strip of road next to the Celeron
Square apartments. Right before you
get to the entrance to the first row of
student parking, there is a massive
crater in the road which has probably consumed some people. When
a car hits that hole, it feels like the
car's lost a tire or some other vital
part. Some cars would need to be
towed out of that hole. This entire
stretch of road feels like an abandoned mine-testing area as you ride
over it. In fact, it could probably
pass for a General Motors road bump
test course. The road's enough to
give someone arthritis!
Lastly, I wonder whose stupid
idea it was to place manholes in the
center of every street? Probably a
GM plan to hasten the wearing-out
of cars so we have to buy new ones
soon~r.

Rumor Has It:

By Kevin L. Zornes
UC Copy Editor

This colwnn is designed to let you
know what humorous "truths" are
being spread in what we selfishly call
"our world" . It is in no way intended
to start or promote rumors. (It would
be rather funny ifit did, though!)
Rush Limbaugh is using the
money he would have need~ to attend the Inauguration to pay off the
national deficit or the SSU deficit,
whichever is higher.

Bill Clinton did inhale, causing
him to lose all touch with reality,
thereby causing him to actually
think he can run this country.
Inarelatedrumor, 87%ofClinton
voters also inhaled, resulting in the
same thing as Clinton.
George Bush did not ~ow
about the Iran-Contra Affair. In
fact, he doesn't even know Iran,
nor did he know Iran was having
an affair with_ someone named

Contra.
In another related rumor, Georg
Bush has decided to make "Home
Alone" star Macaulay Culkin his
Vice-Presidential (UJUUng mate m_
1996.
And one last rumor from our
very own campus ...
Dr. JohnKellyisreallyDr. Mark
Mirabello in disguise. When confronted with this allegation, Dr. Mirahello replied, "Dam".

My brain: it's my second favourite organ.

--Woody Allen

70%
58%
age 18
I've had extramarital
affairs often:
23%
16%
Have you ever had sex
formoney: yes
19%
18%
Compared with three
years ago, my sexual
activity is:
more (men) 59%
(men) 24%
(women) 52% (women) 28%
less
(men) 14%
(men) 40%
(women) 31% (women)48%
Should sex education
be taught in schools? •
yes
(men) 88%
(men) 95%
(women)91% (women)97%
Religion & Sex
Oral sex is:
normal
kinky

77%
23%
very religious
16%
84%
religious
slightly religious 89%
10%
94%
5%
not religious
Pain and pleasure
go together in sex:
agree
disagree
very religious
20%
70%
religious
15%
73%
76%
slightly religious 13%
81%
10%
not religious
I've had extramarital affairs:
yes
very religious 31%
26%
religious
slightly religious 36%
44%
not religious

Compared with 3 years ago,
my sexual activity is: more
52%
24%
very religious
religious
45%
1~
slightly religious 44%
.
not religious
33%
33%
Do you use
contraception: yes
very religious
61%
religious
66%
slightly religious
65%
not religious
66%
Should sex education
be taught in schools: yes
79%
very religious
religious
88%
\...
92%
slightly religious
not religious
93%

News
Febn!:;e15: 1993
The University Chronicle
SEA Proposal Turned down by SSU Board ofTrustees the SEA<Xhermare.acti~ the trustees:
By Donna Kerecz

In

A proposal by the Shawnee Education Association (SEA) has been
twned down by the SSU Board of
Trustees. The trustees felt the offer
might cost the university a ''minimum
of$ I00,000 to as much as $165,000 in
the long run."
Tom Winters, _Chairman of the
loard ofTrustees, said, "We are grateful they (SEA) came through with the
proposal.'' However, he said the Trustees did not feel they were in a pootion
to negotiate a gift.
In January, the SEA offered to
assist with SSU' sdeficit by loaning five

perceQt of their
~Y (approximately $ I I 2,000) am rolling over their
existing contract fer a year.
WinterssaidasrruchastheTrusteeswouldliketohavethecashflow,it's
only a Joan and would still have to be
paid back by the University am ·'we
would have to carry itasa liability." He
also pointed out that the University
would eventually have to ~Y the step
increases the SEA would be focegoing
in the upcoming year. (Steµ,! at $900 is
based on years at wak).
Jeff Bauer, Vice President of the
SEA, was annoyed with the Trustee's
implied cost of the SEA proposal.
."I find it very unfortunatethat you

have clouded the is.sues with all these
figures. To tell people we are tying you
into a $160,000--$165,000 cost is
wrong. The only thing you could tie
into that cost is the insurance and we
don't know that cost."
When asked if they (SEA) would
try to get the Step oock, Bauer said he
could not predict what would happen
in the future.
vernaRiffe, trusteemember,sa.id,
"I oon't know what your crystal ball
tells you, but mine tells me that the cost
of education is not going to get any
better for this institution, this state, or
this nation.••
Wintersadded, "We'llhaveabout

a four percent increase which will not
keep up with inflation. If the problem
was one that would go away on June
30, we'd be glad to take it." Winters
alsosaidthatthetrusteesweregoingto
makeittheirnurnberonecommitment
to negotiate health insurance cost
and pointed out that if the SEA' s
contract were rolled over, they would
be negotiating two contracts at once.
(The CWA's contract would be up
for negotiations the same time).
Bauer said he felt that the meeting was a step forward and he hoped
the lines of communication would
remain open. Winters said the trustees wouldbewillingtolookatanyoffer

and organizational attitude
conduct. McClintock's evaluation of
Crusan. dated January 31, 1992, gave
him the following rating for the following areas: working relations (I), education and development (2), supervisory
ability (2), acceptance of respoo.sibility
(I), and organiz.ational respoo.sibility
(0).
This greatly differs from Paul
Dawson's [famer UIS Directa] evaluation of Crusan's i:rofessiooal perfcrmance. Dawsoo gave Crusan the following
on the evaluarioo dated
January 22, I991 :wcricingrelations(3),
educattuu and development (4), supervisay ability (3),acCeplanceofresponsibility (4), and a-ganizationaI attitude
(3).
McClintock wrote more details
about Crusan on tre evaluation form,
irx:ludingfirthercommentsalnJtwcxking relations. She points the reader to an
attached sheet she sent with the evaluation. McClintock, in an interview with
the Chronicle, stated she always attached a letter to explain the evaluation
in more depth.
McClintock stated in the letter, "It
is not an easy task to evaluate any
employee in the UIS Department since
I have only been in the deJmtment for a
short period of time. An evaluation of
Ken is made even mere difficult by his
frequentaa;encesfromthedefmtment.
However, I can make an evaluation of
the in&ances that I have observed since
becoming Department Director.'.
One reference that she pointed to
was when employees of Anixter came
to the University to assist with problems
within UIS. She stated, "The week
·-,llowing their visit, I spoke with Tom
'--tSeagraves] and Wade [Miller] on the
prone. Duringthecourseoftreconversation, I was told that it was felt that Ken
had exhibited resentment to their presence on campus. Neither of these men
have any interest in the infighting on this
campus and I [McClintock] believe that
this was a justified criticism."
The Chronicle was able to speak to

Miller on the telepoone. He said that he
could tell that Crusan had resented their
presence on campus, but he felt it
was due to them working with
McClintock. Though Miller specified that these conversations had
been a while back, he thought it was
due to conflict within UIS.
Seagraves never returned our
telephone message.
Crusan, in an interview with the
Chronicle, said, "It was a very bad
personal time" and "I j'.l"OOOblyw-lSll 't
the nicest [persootodeal with],,. Crusan
feared that McClirtock did not fully
Wlderstaoo all the advice that the individuals were giving her and that also
affected his reaction. "She didn't understand the ramification of what they
were saying," he said
The letter McClintock attached to
Crusan'sevaluationalsostatedlhat''The
final incident occurred in either Nov or
Dec; I would have to checkbackforthe
exact date. This situation centered on
the installation of cable to connect FIT
[Engineering Tech] faculty in the BusiIle$ School building, through the UIS
computer room, to the Engineering
School Building. When the Contractor
arrived to begin work, Ken became
extremely agitated and yelling ensued
in the hallway."
Crusan again admits that this is the
time of his marital breakup, which affected his behavior. Crusan went on to
state that the contractor was attempting
toplaceafacultymemberonthe''backbone" ofSSU's computer system. He
said, "We [UIS] tried not to put any
individual on that packbone, the main
administrative computer." Crusan
·added, "I didn't agree" [withwhatthe
contractor was attempting to do and
with what McClintock and the State of
Ohio are requesting to be done].
In the evaluation turned in by Paul
Dawson. former UIS Director, Crusan
was given tre following comment on
working relations, ''Very well. Needs
to exercise more i:enence at times.•'
In the acCeplance of responsibility

characteristic on the evaluation,
McClintock stated, "He is aware of
system problems, btt was not willing to
correct these problems.·'
Dawson's evaluation of Crusan's
respoo.sibility performance was "Outstanding.Seeksresi:msibilityforptjects
not necessarily assigned to him''
Crusan replied to McOintock's
statement in the interview with the
Chronicle. "We [UIS Slaff] knew that
therewasa)XOblemoncampus. We had
requestedpersoonelfor2 years. Ninetynine out of ooe hnlred problems we
knew how to solve, if not all.'' He said
that UIS wassimplyllllderstaffedatthe
time he wcxked there. He cited that
when people left, they were not replaced. A~ntly, the largest group
of people there when Crusan worked
for UIS as System Manager was between eight or nine employees. However, as a result of people leaving, the
work force was reduced to four or five
employees.
Crusan stated that when Rick
Hatton, former Networking Manager,
left the University, he [Crusan] took
overrespoosibility for Hatton• sduties,
not to mention the duties of Mike
Gampp, Programming Manager,
which were split between himself and
Dawson.
Crusan said, "When Maggie
[McClintock] became programming
director I was spread too thin I was
expected to do too much.'' He pointed
outthatUISwentfromserving55user
terminals to over 200 while the staff
was shrinking in size.
On the evaluation sheet,
McClintock also stated by her rating
that Crusan "needs improvement" in
the area of education. On the previous
year's evaluation however, Dawson
stated, on the subject of ~ducation,
"Outstanding. Has attended many
schools and engaged in much selfstudy."
Crusan responded to the educational question by stating that he had
an associate degree from SSU in data

processing and attended Ohio Univer- VAX systems are operated under an
sity where he attained his ooccalaure- almost impossible schedule- no down
ate degree in busines.s. Furthermore. time is allowed foc any system. This
he atteooed DECUS, a large associa- places an intolerable burden on maintion of Digital Equipnent Corpora- taining good perfoonance and good
tion (DEC) system users who sponsor productivity. The system needs care
seminars and courses. Crusan said that and tuning periodically."
he completed the following DEC
UIS requestedadditiooal ftm for
schools: VAX System Management I hardware and software. "We wrote
& II, VAX Ouster Management, VAX page after page ofj-u&ification." This
System Perfonnance, and Network was going on when the University was
Manager Training. He said she never debating over whether to have perasked about his education or his sooal computers(PCs)oc a centralized
further training.
system with tenninals.
The second portion of the evaluCrusan helped change the teleation 1s the pt:rfom1a.11ce character- communications wire from hardware
istics that include: job knowledge, to fiber optics equipment. Furtherjudgement and decision making, more, the de~nt had been wakplanning and organization of work, ingonsystemsandequipmentthroughmanagement of resources, adapt- out the University.
ability to stress, verbal communicaAccording to Dawson's evaluation, written communication, and tion ofhis performance, ''Very good.
human relations. The same rating Is willing to work ''swing shift'' and
system is used for this evaluation.
overtime when necessary to get the job
McClintock's performance done."
evaluation of Crusan was the folAccordingtoMcClintock'sevalulowing: job knowledge (2),judgement ation, "Trough respxisible for all
and decision making ( l ), planning and system resources, there were areas
organizing wak (I), management of thathehasneglected." Dawson'sperresources (I), adaptability to stres.s (I), formance evaluation stated, "Excelverbll communication (I), and human lent. Makes the most of any and all
relations (0),
resources available."
Dawson'sproformanceevaluation
In referenee to JCC, Crusan said
of Crusan was as follows: job knowl- •that he points to his training with five
edge
and decision mak- DEC schools. He went on to state, "I
ing (3). planning and organizing wak was not on campus at anytime they
(4), management resources (4), adapt- [JCC] were on campus." Though
abilitywith stres.5 (2), verool communi- Crusan was interviewed by JCC at the
cation (3 ), written communication (3), Ramada, he added, ''They seemed
and human relations (3).
more interested in the history of UIS
Crusan stated as far as job perfor- and its conflicts with the Engineering
mance, he and UIS had accomplished Technologies."
manythingsinhisde~nt. He said
Crusan will leave the University
that when he was system manager for on May 15, 1993. Crusansaid, "Most
UIS, the system was up about 99.3 of my experience is as systems manpercent of the time between the busi- ager. Obviously I feel I have the trainnesshoursof8am-5pm During the off ing and the experience.''
hours, 5pm to 8am it was up about 97
He added, "I call myselfa profespercent of the time. This was due to sional and wasn't treated that way. I
demand.
am researching if there is anything 1
JCC, a computer c~ulting firm, can do. Mylawyersaysitisnotfair, 17Jt
stated that during this time; ' 'The is it illegal and could he prove it?''

UC Editor-in-Chief

--Had a reading of a proposal on
request and access to policies of
public records.
--Accepted
Rep.
Ted
Strickland's proposal to act as a
visiting professor to SSU.
--Eliminated the position ofDean
of Technology and created the position of Director of Academic Computing.
--Made a change in Dan Y 0W1g 's
title and responsibility.
--Accepted the resignation ofDr.
Catherine Roberts, Assistant to the
President. The trustees gave Roberts a
plaque and expressed their appreciation for her dedication.

UIS
---------------am
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:Black IIistory lVlonth
Students and the Movement:An Interview with Diane Nash
Diane Nash, an African American freedom fighter. left her native
Chicago in 1956 to attend Howard
University in Washington, D.C. in
1959, Nash transferred to Fisk University in Nashville. The first chairperson the central committee ofthe
Nashville Student Movement, Nash
led the campaign to desegregate the
lunch counters of Nashville 's -department stores. She organized sitins. trained students, and selected
theNashvillecontingentfortheFreedom Rides.
Because I grew up in Chicago, I
dido 't have an emotional relationship to segregation. I understood the
facts and stories, but there was not
an emotional relationship. When I
went south and saw the signs that
said "white" and "colored," and I
actually could not drink out of that
water fountain or go tQ that ladies•

room, I had a real emotional reaction. I remember the firs time it
happened was at the Tennessee State
Fair. I had a date with a young man,
and I started to go to the ladies'
room.And it said "white.. and "colored," and I really resented that, I
was outraged.
In Chicago, at least, I had had
access to public accommodations
and lunch counter. So, my response
was, ••Who's trying to change these
things?" I remember getting depressed because I encountered what
I thought was os much apathy. At
first I couldn't find anyone, and
many of the students were saying,
''Why are you concerned about
that? .. They were not interested in
trying to effect some kind ofchange,
I thought.
And then I talked to Paul Le
Prad, who told me about the nonvio-

lent workshops that Jim Lawson
was conduction. They were taking
place a couple ofblocksoffcampus.
Jim had been to India, and he had
studied the movement [of] Mohandas
Gandhi. He also had refused to fight
in the Korean War. He really is the
person that brought Gandhi's philosophy and strategies of
nonviolence to this country. He conducted weekly workshops where
students in Nashville, as well as
some of the people who lived in the
Nashville community, were trained
and educated in these philosophies
and strategies. 1bere were many
things I learned in those workshops .
that I have used for the rest of my
life.
I remember realizing that with
what we were doing, trying to abolish segregation, we were coming up
against governors of seven states,

judges, politicians, businessmen, and was far too busy to be afraid. And
I remember thinking, "I'm only 22 we had to go, that's what hapyears old. What do I know? What pened.
I think it's really importal
am I doing?'' I felt very vulnerable.
So when we heard that other cities that yo\Ulg people today underhad demonstratioos, it really helped, stand that the movement of the
because there were more ofus. And six.ties was really a people's moveI think we started feeling the power ment. The media and history seem
to record it as Martin Luther King's
of an idea whose time had come.
The movement had a way of movement, but young people
reaching inside me and bringing out should realize that it was people
things that I never know were there. just like them, their age, that forLike courage, and love for people. It mulated goals and strategies, and
was a real experience to be seeing a actually developed the movement.
group ofpeople who would put their When they look·around now, and
bodies between you and danger. And see things that need to be changed,
to love people that you work with they should say: ''What can I do?
enough that you would put your What can my roommate and I doto
body between them and danger, I effect that change?"
was afraid to go to jail. I said, "I'll
dotelephonework,and I'll type, but From Eyes on The Prize by Juan
I'm really afraid to go to jail." But Williams and the Eyes on the Prize
when the time came to go to jail, I Production Team

DidYol.I K.~ow???
Compiled By
Donna Kerecz

UC Editor-in-Chief

--Long before desegregation
became an issue in Little Rock,
Daisy Bates played an active role
in the battle for civil rights. In
1941, Bates and her husband, L,C.,
bought the Arkansas State Press, a
weekly newspaper with a circulation of20,000 at its peak. The State
Press crusaded against police brutality, slum housing, and injustice
in the courts.
--December I, 1955 Mrs. Rosa
L. Parks is arrested .for violating
the bus-segregation ordinance in
Montgomery, Alabama.
--December 5, 1955 The Montgomery Bus Boycott begins, and
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., 26, is
elected president of the Montgomery Improvement Associatioo.
--December 21,
1956
Mootgomery' s buses are integrated,
and the Montgomery Improvement
Association calls off its boycott
after 381 days.
--January 10-11, 1957 the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference {SCLS) is founded,
with Dr. King as president.
--In 1954 Thurgood Marshall
and other NAACP attorney argued
thecaseofBrown v. Topeka{Kansas) Board of Education before the
United States Supreme Court. They
provedthattheschoolboardsspent

more money on the \Vhite schools

than on the black, that black schools

were always more run-down and
had fewer books and supplies than
white schools. Some of the most
powerful testimony in the case came
form experts who ~wed that.black
children were psychologically hurt
by segregation.
The Supreme Courtjusticesruled
that segregated education was unconstitutional and ordered that segre{Wed school districts integrate
"with all deliberate speed." But
there was great resistance to the idea
of integrated 9:hools in the South.
Several state governors defied court
orders to integrate, insisting that the
federal government could not force
the states to integrate. In 195 7, President Dwight D. Eisenhower had to
order federal troops to Little Rock,
Arkansas, to escort nine black Stu-'
dents to the previously all-white
Central High School.
--September 1957, President
Eisenhower signed into law the Civil
Rights Act of 1957, the fist civil
rights legislation passed by Congress since Reconstructioo. It created a Civil Rights Commission and
established the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice. It
also gave the federal government
the power to enforce voting rights.
--February 1, 1960 Four black

students sit in at the Woolworth's
lunch counter in Greensboro, N.C.,
starting a wave of student protest
that sweeps ,the Deep South.
-'-October 19-27, 1960 Dr. King
is jailed during a sit-in at Rich's
Department Store in Atlanta and
$Ubsequentlytransferred toamaximwn security prison. Democratic
presidential nominee John F.
Kennedy telephones Mrs. King to
express his concern. ··
--May 4, 1961 The Freedom
Riders,ledby JamesFarmerofthe
Congress of ·Racial Equality
{CORE), leave Washington, D.C.,
by bus.
--May 14, 1961 A white mob
bwns a Freed Rider bus outside
Anniston, Ala. Riders aboard a
second bus are beaten by Klansmen
in Birmingham.
--May 20, 1961 The Freedom
Riders are beaten at the Montgomery tenninal. Whites riot outside a
church where Dr. King, Farmer
and the Riders are meeting.

-May 21, 1961 The Freedom

Riders leave Montgomery under
National Guard p-otection and are
imprisoned innnediately upon arriving in Jackson, Mississippi.
--October,,) , 1962 James
Meredith becomes the first black
man to attend class at the University of Mississippi.
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13lack IIist:ory
Students should learn of rich History
Kids Komer of Books--One for Parents and Education Majors

By Stephanie Wright
• JC Opinion Editor

As an education major, I would
like to compile a list of books to
correlate with lessons. As a parent, I
am trying to familiarize myself with
past and current literature that my
children may come into contact with.
February is BlackAwarenessMonth,
and students should be learning the
rich history that is available. There
are many fabulous authors of
children's books, but I would like to
focus on one particular authoress.
Mildred Taylor has written a
series of books about a black family
in Mississippi during the l 930's.
During this period of time, black

families were still treated as if they
were ignorant and, therefore, were
unable to participate in decisions
affecting them. They were beaten,
ridiculed,orderedaround,andcompletely discriminated against. SQD2
ofthe Trees, written in 1975, is first
in the series. It is a short book which
begins the Logan tale. The Logans
are one of the few black families
who own their land. Most black
families were share croppers. but·
Big Ma's husband had bought two
hundred acres in 1887 and another
200 in 1918.
The series is written "through
the eyes'' ofCassie Logan, the only

daughterofMaryandDavid. David':;
mother, Big Ma, lives in the Logan
home. Cassie's brothers are Stacey
(the eldest child), Christopher John
and Little Max (the youngest child
whose real name is Clayton
Chester).

Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry

(1976) continues the story of the
Logan family. The Logan children
attend Great Faith School, an allblack school, where their mother,
Mary, teaches until she defies the
white plantation owners. Mary organizes a boycott of the Wallace
store because the white plantation
owners are cheating the sharecrop-

The Origin and Significance
of Black History .Month
ments woutd be forgotten or ignored and eventually claimed by
others.
·l he origin of Biack History
In 1926, Woodson launched a
Month can be traced to Dr. Carter campaign for "Negro History
G. Woodsott, who organized the Week." The campaign was a sucAssociation for the StudyofNegro cess with educational institutions,
Life and History and originated the public libraries, religious and literCelebration of Negro History ary societies participating.
Week.
Woodsonsaid, "We should emWoodson, who received a de- phasize not Negro History, but the
gree from Harvard University, Negro in History. What we need is
wrote books and essays to provide not a history of selected races or
challenge and stimulus for Black nations, but the history ofthe world,
Americans as well as a way of void of national bias, race hate, and
replacing rniseducation with docu- religious prejudice.''
mented fact.
In 1976, the observation was
He was convinced that if a race expanded to National Afro-Amerihad no recorded history, its achieve- can History Month in honor of the

Complied By
Donna Kerecz
UC Editor-in-Chief

nation's bicentennial. Since 1976,
United States presidents have
praised the mission ASALH and
urged Americans tocelebrate AfroAmerican History Month.
The African American has
played a vital part in the building of
America's economic strength, as a
fighting man in all ofhis country's
wars, as a contributor to national
culture, as a figure of importance
in sports, and as a participant in all
of the varied acJivities of American life.
From The National AfroAmerican Museum and Cultural
Center

The Underground Railroad

Harriet Tubman was born a slave in
Maryland and escaped when she was
about twenty-eight. She later explained
her reason for running away:"lbere
was one or two things I had a right to,
liberty or death; ifI could not have one,
I would have the other." Once she es--f caped to the North and freedom, she
.Jcould have stayed there. But she chose
.lStead to risk her life by going back to
the South to help other slaves escape.
Harriet Tubman was the most fa.
mous "conductor" on the Underground
Railroad. This was a route from the
South to Canada and freedom. Its conductors were whites and blacks who
helped the slaves get form one safe
house or "depot" to another. Between
1'848 and 1858, Jubman returned to
the South nineteen times and brought
out more than three hundred slaves. By
1852, reqards offered for her capture

amounted to $40,000. But she was never
caught.
JohnBrownwasawhlremanwho,on
October 16, 1959, led a group of 22 men,
17 of whom were white, including his
own sons. Their target was the federal
arsenal in Virginia. They planned to use
the ~nsandamnumition theyseiud
to ann the slaves whom they would help
escape to the mom1ains .
Brown and his group were sucessful
in seizing the arsenal and in taking
about 60 hostages. But federal troo;,s
killed ten ofthe men, including Brown's

sons.

In 1857, two years i>efore John
Brown's raid on the Harpers Ferry arsenal, the US Supreme Court ruled in the
Dred Scott case that Blacks, free or
slave, were not US citizens.
From The Day Martin Luther King,

Jr., Was Shot

.

pers, and because the Wallaces, as
well dS other white people, are ridiculing and abusing the blacks.
David works for the railroad in
order to pay the taxes and mortgage
on the land: Although he hates to
leave, he must in order to keep their
land. He comes home during cotton
season and-Christmas. One day he
brings home Mr. Morrison who becomes part of the Logan family.
Even though there is widespread
prejudice, the Logan children become good friends with a white boy
Jeremy Simms. Unfortunately,
Jeremy's family does not agree with
his sentiments. His father is verbally
abusive to blacks but even worse,
his brothers, R W. and Melvin, cause
the imprisonment ofT.J. Avery, a
black boy, who is Stacey Logan's
best friend.
T.J. is "befriended" by the
Simms' brothers. They break into a
store in Strawberry, Mississippi. The
store owner is attacked and dies. His
wife believes they were black boys

·--------------------·
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I Valid only at participating Pizza Hut restaurants. Present when ordering . I
I One coupon per person per visit. Not valid with other discounts or coupon1, I

~--------------------~

I

1/20 cent cash redemption value. 1984 l'izza Hut, Inc.

Portsmouth and New Boston Pizza Hut
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(the Simms' brothers wore black
stockings over their heads)and therefore, T.J. isaccusedandtried. Virtually no one believes his story.
In Let The Circle Be Unbroken
(1981 ), readers go to T .J. 's trial with
Cassie. Inaddition, theLogansmeet
their cousin, Suzella. The boys are
sweptofftheirfeet by her, but Cassie
is jealous and resentful of all of the
attention paid to her. Suzella also
causes an uproar with David's
brother, Hammer.
Hammer does not approve to
Suzella and he makes it very clear.
She is Mary's great-niece, but her
mother is a white woman. After
many trials, Cassie begins to love
and respect Suzella.
The story continues for several
more books and my review will also
continue. Catch next week's story
for more on the Logans. Of course
with this series the options are endless. Just about any subject or topic
can be taught. The grade levels range
form fourth and up.

15-19
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BILL KNITTEL'S BP

Complete Mechanical Work

• AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
• EXHAUST SYSTEMS
·BRAKES
• BATTERIES
...
• ACCESSORIE
• TUNE-UPS
• UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

Gallia & Waller St1.

OA1d..

I

Fundraiser

Looking for student
groups to sponsor us on
campus. Fast, easy, big
SSSS's Call (800) 592-1121
ext. 309.
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F<>rlhe Elderly

By Rose Ann RussellRosier
UC Features Edifor
On Friday, February 12, the
Chronicle met with a section of the
freshman student nurses. Rita Haider,
RN Instructor, was gracious enough to
permit us to witnes.s a ''rite of passage" at SOMC Scioto campus.
The Wlknowing students thought
it would be business as usual: exchanging reports, patient updates, '
and the like. Surprise! Today, they
became elderly.
Haider had asked all of the students to bring their own glasses or
sunglasses. After doing so, she asked
them to apply Vaseline to the lenses,

to simulate the vision impairments
that many of our elderly live with
everyday.
Next came the arthritic hands
(aided by the use of rubber gloves).
The students tried to sort "pills"
(buttons) according to size and to
then return them to a jar. A few of
the "elderly'' patients dropped their
"essential medications", and were
unable k> see to pick them up.
They were also given a small
paper pad and pencil and asked to
write down their name and address
with arthritic hands and blurred vision. One student commented, "It
was more difficult than you would
expect.''

By putting cottoo oolls in their features that we take for granted.
ears,applyingclothespins to their noses ·Haider then stressed how important
(not being able to smell inhibits your it is for your patient to know what
ability to taste), and only breathing they are being fed, especially withthrough their mouths, they contin- out the use of their senses.
ued to experience the most common
Barb Lewis, participating stuailments suffered by elderly people. dent, stated, "It's no wonder they
Haider then continued with the just sit back silently all day".
Another
student, . Jim
educational "fun" by asking the
students to feed each other ice cream. Cunningham, said "I feel so isoWithout the senses of smell and lated." Bythen,everyonewasspeaksight, many expressed that the ice ing a few decibels higher, due to
cream just tasted cold.
their "deafness".
Afterwards, the Chronicle asked
Students attending were: Barb
themhowmanytoldtheir''patients'' Lewis, Barbara Bratt, Deborah
what they were about to conswne, Drake, Jim Cunningham, Amy See,
and what flavor it was. No one in- Heather Martin, Teresa McGinnis,
formed the other of the common Lori Wright: Cynthia Fitzpatrick,

and Anne Cantrell.

Along with myself, two of the
ten students observed had been nursing assistants and already knew of
the everyday obstacles the elderly
must face. We also knew of the lack
of empathy the elderly receive.
This was an excellent exercise: ----.
for the students. It gave them ave
unique point of view concerning the
elderly:
Everyone, not just nursing students, could benefit from this example. Try it sometime and maybe
the next time granny asks you to
read her an article, or tie her shoes,
you will do it. Not out of obligation,
but out of understanding and love.

Environmentally Prepared Children
garage sale and raffle, earning
$1,131.00. They used the money to
Many of today's children seem protect twenty-three acres of rain
to be overburdened with world prob- forest in Costa Rica.
lems. Elementary school children
It is wonderful that the children
often feel that the world is a cold, were able to do that, but in that group
inhospitable place after being shown ofninetoeleven-year-olds, oowmany
the effects ofacid rain, landfills, and of them go home to an empty house?
air pollution.
How many go home to abusive situaTeachers and parents want chil-· tions? How many go to bed hungry?
uren lO Ut: wcil iuiuum:J. i.udepenWho seiects the p11orities?
dent thinkers. Stephen R.C. Hicks
Balloon launches have been
says in the _August 1991 Reader's banned in Louisville, Kentucky,
that children are •'notable to because a group a students at Brown
deal with g,!obal environmental con- School discovered that deflated balcerns when they are still grappling loons landing at sea endangered
with personal hygiene. They are not animals.
able to understand international race
What about the "endangered"
relations when they ~e struggling children who live in the Appala- .
with school-yard bullies."
chian region east of Louisville?
Many parents have been con- Deflated hopes and dreams are cacerned about certain class projects pable of killing the future of Appain which students have become in- lachian children. Who chooses fish
volved. According to NatjonalGeo- over families?
~hjc World, April, 1991, fourth
We may even question the prigraders at a school in Texas held a orities of an American institution.
By Diana L. Ulsh
UC Guest Columnist •

There are stories of Cub Scouts
making cloth grocery bags, and collecting old phone books to trade for
tree saplings. My understanding of
the Scouts is that they do not exclude
children due to race, creed, or financial status. Therefore, there must be
poverty-level children in many Scout
groups. Even entire Packs at poverty
level, coming together for emotional
growth and knowledge. Then these
boys hear what wonderful worldsaving activities other Packs are involved in, and wonder "How can
we compete?'' They may be saving
their own lives by not being on the
streets, yet they, as children, do not
see the wonder of that when compared to saving the world.
According to a list compiled by
Roy De La Mar in fare.ms, April,
1991, there are videos, books, coloring books, even monthly publications, all geared to children saving
the Earth. One, a magazine called
.e.3. (short for "Planet 3 " - Earth is

the third planet from the Sun) is,
according to the list, a• 'flashy, colorful magazine". Flashy? Colorful? Frorn what I have read, publishers can not achieve these qualities
on recycled paper. As a matter-offact, of the five paper products on
the list, none of them state that they
are published on recycled paper!! If
I were going to purchase one of
lhc:sc:, I would want to know!!
All these resources are aimed at
children. It is understandable that
children are frightened. As Mr. Hicks
says in Reader's Di~est, "Frightened children are not going to grow
intoadultswhocansolvetheworld's
problems. That requires a confidence in one's ability to find solutions. And such healthy self-esteem
requires nurturing over a long _period, on countless small, day-to-day
matters. Too much, too fast, can
only destroy it."
Deborah Heiligrnan, in the April
1991 issue offawl!s, describes her

I do not want to be an old man who tells his offspring in the glow of nostalgic
reflection about the good days when we used to have primeval forests and great
whales and cleani, fresh water. I want neither nostalgia nor bitternessi, but I am
tired of waiting while the earth is dying. I want to see the earth flourishi, and I
want to see the ways of regeneration.
-Jan Hartke, Environmental Liaison for Earth Day 1990

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

ack To School Specia

15.95 oil chan es ecial

Includes oil filter and up to Jive quarts of

oil, complete chassis lube

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. • 9:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
7:30 am.• 4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m., 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

available at

Knittel's BP Service Center

I

VISAI

-

Knltel' s lbtlator & Air Conditioning Shop
2026 Robinson Avenue

Knittel's Muffler & Brake Shop
2 I 09 I Ith Street
Gallia & Waller Streets

10% di<lcount on labor with~ ID

·---------·
µ0% SAVINGS:
I ON ART SUPPLIES I

I

I

at

1M· ·p· C
1
1 a1est1c aint enter 1
I 928 Gallia Street I

._________
I
I
I

Open 8 - 5:30

Sat. 8-5
Pho~e 353-7180

I
I
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family's efforts to make the world a
healthier place in the article '• How
I Helped Save The Planet".
She reflects many parent's
thought concerning saving the
world. Ms. Heiligman writes, "I
pictured myself juggling my two
boys, my husband, my word processor, my food processor, and my
elderly parents, and at the same
time,tryingtocatchtheglobe, whid1
was falling through the air at the
speed of sound.''
Many people cannot understand
the importance of what they, as
individual families can do, so the
schools have the job of teaching the
children. This may be doing more
harm than good. First, schools
should help the children learn how
to change their home environment.
As they grow and mature, they will
be able to apply this knowledge to
neighborhoods, towns, cities, states,
and.!ben the world.
(:hildren are being pushed by
society to grow up too quickly.
They should be allowed to grow
into their adult roles, fully understandingthereasons behind what they
do and its usefulness in the world.
Otherwise, we will have young adults
either convinced that no solutiom are
possible (so why bother trying?) or so
desperate for answers that they latcf
onto the first semi-plausible solutiot1-and close their minds to other alternatives.
Children need to be taught a coocem for their world, as they need to be
taught responsibility for their actiom.
These coocepts need to start early and
be qf a size compatible to the child's
understanding. As the child grows,
so will their llnderstanding, and so
will the number of adults who will
try to save the world in an intelligent, informed manner
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Student: Senate Set:s
New Reqirements

By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

consecutive.
Senate Secretary Joe Harris,
Chairman of the Internal Affairs
Committee, stated, "I don't agree
with it [grandfather clause] but the
committee [Internal Affairs. Committee] voted that way."
The Senate unanimously voted
in favor ofthe resolution. According
to Jenkins, the amendment has been
approved by Fred Chrisman, Director of Student Activities, and will go
before Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vice-President of Student Affairs, and Dr.
Clive Veri, SSU President, for approval.
The new terms will begin i!}
May of the Spring Quarter, rather
than in the Summer.
Vice-President Dennis Valentine reported that he had been in
contact with Vern Riffe'soffice to
receive reports from two committees, the College and University

During their Wednesday, 7:00
a.m. meeting, the Student Senate
discussed changes about the incoming senate members for Spring elections.
The Senate plans to require 50
signatures on the nominees petition
to be accepted as a candidate for
Student Senate, rather than the 25
signatures previously required, Dave
Jenkins, Student Senate President
said, "Instead of having 25 signatures, let's have 50. This will make
them [perspective senators] meet
more people."
Furthermore, the GPA requirements will be amended from a 2.0 to
2.5 for all new senators. A Grandfather Clause will extend to the present
officers, who were elected under the
previous system, which will allow
diem to be governed by the 2.0 GPA
requirement as long as their term is

Committee and the Higher Education Committee, concerning higher
education. The information link will
be established and used on a regular
basis as an information aid for the
senate.
Furthermore, Jenkins requested
to receive information for the education expenditures from Ohi0's
state budget. He wants to see how
the state's increased education budget will aid Shawnee.
Jenkins said, '' Shawnee will receive supplemental money." He
added, "TheOIG, probably the largest grant provided in Ohio, will not
be affected.'' He is referring to the
reduction in the allocation of monies from the state.
Also, Treasurer John Pack announced that the Paralegal Association would receive $300 of a requested $1,000 for a planned
conference.

A Helping Hand~====
By Heather Parr

Shawnee State University is
within its legal right in enforcing
these zones.
If you are in need of a parking
permit, sticker or a special license
plate, please contact your doctor.
You will need their assistance in
gaining the permit. You may also
contact the Ohio Bureau of Motor
Vehicles for more information.

JJC StafTWriter

Since January 1993, the handicapped parking zones on the
Shawnee State campus are being
more strictly enforced. Security is
permitted to have your car towed
with out having the appropriate permits displayed. Security is also allowed to ticket your vehicle if it is
parked illegally.
Write News for the
Chronicle call 3552278 ask for Bill.
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SSU SecurityTowes Vehicles
-

'I

SSU security has started to tow
vehicles violating handicap parlcing
spaces. Security explained violators
will betowedthattheirexpensewhich
is a minimum $50 charge.
Handicapped spaces are identified in two ways per ADA guide-

lines. I) Parking pavement marking
in blue; and 2) a sign posted at the
head ofthe parking space indicating
"Handicapped Parking Towing
Enforced". If your vehicle is missing, please notify Security immediately at ext. 232.

This ad appears on space I have paid for. In joining
the newspaper staff I have not c;ompromised my
beliefs about opinion and fact. In essence, I have
"put my money where my mouth is." I contend that
I will be true to my belief that "THE FACTS",
without prejudice or overriding emotion, will make
a difference.
Heather Parr Ad.

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS
...................
,.tt. .....
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11

2 tlll&I PIZLU S13. tt ,,_ ..

.........................................
.... ___.
.................... ..... .

OIOICI: • ONE OF EACH!• _,..... • PIZZA!l'IZZA!'I
-......,
,...,....,... ,...,. .. ..,__...~,..c..... 1i_,..Pia,....,.

700

Many people are eligible· for
these permits. People receiving
Workman.'s Compensation for
physical injury are often eligible
for these parking permits.
Shawnee State is extending itself to met the needs of the physically challenged. However, it is
only a worthwhile effort if those in
need take advantage of the efforts.

"""--

CELE\lQ;.ih~QUARE
0

Convenient Furnished Apartments

:I) Little Caesars_
. _________

.

Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 353 - 5405

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
on SSU Campus

The University Chronicle
Student Armed With Pistol?
UC Staff Report

The Portsmouth Police were
summoned to SSU, Thursday February 11, to investigate a report of
a student armed with a pistol. The
Chronicle learned of the event
shortly after and went to speak to
the police on SSU grounds.

According to the officer the
Chronicle spoke with it was a subject
ofamisunderstanding. Apparently, a
deputy fr~ Beaver was off duly
taking classes at the University and
had not had time to change out ofall/
part of his uniform.

Old Master Masturbator?
By Henderson and
Zornes
UC Editors

On Saturday, February 5, an
employee of the Shawneee University Library reported an unusual
circumstance on the second floor.
Several Art books had been removed from the shelves and opened
to pages showingpaiptingsor sculptures of female nudes.
Several tissues were found
around the books which were very
stiff and sticky.

According to a popular figurehead who requested that his name
be withheld, the tissues were probably covered with "Pond's Lotion" as a joke.
However, the Chroniclewould
like to caution all students to remain aware ofthe dangerofAIDS.
Should you' 'come upon'' a scene
such as the one described above,
do not attempt to rectify the situation yourself. Leave it to trained
experts.

The people of the
world respect a nation
that can see beyond its
•
own image.
·
--President John F. Kennedy
The University Chronicle

CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS
$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411
White male, 26, seeks attractive
single female 18-26 for purpose of
lasting friendship and dating. Prefer
someone with moderate Christian beliefs and sense ofhwnor. Send reply to
UC oftice correspondent #35
Want to Travel Free, Earn Cash
and Reswne Experience? Students
nad Organi:zations call College Tours
to join our team! We have 25 years
experience, great prices, hotels and
destinations. Call 1 (800) 959-4SUN.
Ad.
Attention singles!!Are you tired
of being alone? Looking for something different? Join The Singles Club.
Many activities for people looking for
new friends and those interested in fun
activities. Members range from 17-87
years old. More than 60 current members call KAREN AUSTIN at 614354-3211 ifno answerleave message.
Ad.
Extremely Spacious (4,000 sq.
ft.) newly remodeled apartnient 3
blocks from SSU. Perfect for student or faculty group. For information call 353-2619. Ad.
Pookie Bear, I LOVE You
more than anything. Thank you for
the beautiful love poem. You are
mySupennan. Your Honey BllllDy.

Looking for folks to play pick-up
games ofstreet hockey on rollerblades.
Age and experience doesn't matter.
See Dr. Tony Dzik in Business Annex
133 or call 355-2326. Ad.

I love and miss you all It's lonely
in Kentucky. If anyone wants a
friend or penpal Write me: Daniel
Stewart P.O. Box 1026, Evarts, Ky.
40828. All letters welcome. Ad.
Found: Valuable piece of jew-

elry--3 weeks ago second floor of
Massie Hall. Call and identify 3533127. Ad.

Very sensitive white 21 year old

single mother with one child looking
for companionship. Prefer a response
from a mature male 25 to 35 that enjoys
movies, music of the 50's, 60's, 70's
and country music. Should enjoy church,
children and have a good sense of humor. Write to: 4405 Rose Valley Rd.
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662--Diane Michelle. Ad.
.
WUI type essays, term papen, etc.,
$1.00 per page. Call 353-0354. Ad.
Shawnee State Student (29 years
old majoring in Business ) with 5 year
old daughter is looking for housing. In
exchange for nominal rent and a quiet
and safe place to live, she is willing to
do light housework, food shopping and
driving. If you have any infonnation
please call the GROW office at 2552370. Ad.

The University Chronicle

Alexander O'Neal
and More
By Philip Thieken
UC Entertainment Editor
Joy! I'm so happy! I've found
lots ofnew music to review. Now
I'll be able to keep you in new
reviews for the next few weeks.
Eeeeee .. .l'mjustsohappythat
I could just sing ... Happy-Happy
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Joy-Joy ... Happy-Happy Joy-Joy!
Wait a minute! I've got to pull
myself together and present this
week's reviews to you.
Alexander O'Neal's latest album titled Love Makes No Sense
starts out with a great rhythm in the

track "In The Middle". This song
caught me off guard and made me
want to get up and move. The mocxl
makes a big tum, with the track
"Aphrodisia" tourgent love. The title
track "Love Makes No Sense" is
proof that O'Neal has one of the best
voices in R&B today.
With the sad sounds of" Heme Is
Where The Heart Is", the soft sweet
sounds of "Change Of Heart" and
"Lady", and the upbeat of" All That
Matters To Me" all come together to
make a great R&B album. ••• 112
He'satitagain.PaulMcCartney's
new album Off The GrQwxi is full of
fun and some gocxl messages for our
time.
The messages we need to hear
ccme from the songs "Looking For
Changes", "Hope of Deliverance",

"Peace In The Neighborhood", and
"Golden F.a.;h Girl".
The fun comes out on the tracks
"Biker Like An Icon" and "Get Out
OfMyWay".
Then there are the love songs, "I
Owe It All To You" and "The Lovers
ThatNeverWere" done in the famous
McCartney fashion.
This is some really good
McCartney magic and it can be appreciated by everyone. • •• •
The Gibson/Miller Band hits the
country scene like a bolt oflightning.
Led by Dave Gibson and Blue
Miller, GMB brings a rough new
edge to country music with their
album Where There's Smoke.
You get a rockin' sound of the
guitar on the tracks "Your Daddy
Hates Me", "Texas Tattoo", and

Great Female Newcomer To Rock N' Roll:
Sass Jordan

By Martin Poston

UC Business/Staff Manager

Many ofyou who are reading this
column have probably never heard
of Sass Jordan. Until a few months
ago, neither had I. While this album
isn't exactly brand-spanking-new, I
recently acquired it and thought,
"It's good, why not review it?"
The music has been kind of slow
lately, but it's coming soon. In the
next few weeks, I plan to bring you
reviews of new albums by Brian
May, EnuffZ'nuff,andDuran Duran
(who would've thought we'd hear
from them again?).
Anyway, on to the business at

The last two · division winner of the
illustrator's contest
has been announced.
The winners are
Jason Burgess and
Trudy Bostick.
The contest ran last
quarter. Tom Stead
and Phil Gearheart
of SSU's Art Department chose the
winners.
Randy Outlaw, a
freshman at
Portsmouth
High School
was also a
winner. His
illustration
appeared in the
January 18
issue of the
Chronicle.
Top: Burgess
illustration

hand.

I first saw Sass Jordan a few
months back on MuchMusic, a Canadian version of MTV. It was the

frrst smgle and video
release fromher 1992
debut album Racine,
"Make You a Believer". It went all the
waytomnnberooeon
Canada's video charts
and, needless to say,
was a big hit across
the board in Canada.
So a few months
later, I got the tape to
seewhatelseshehadtosay. lgottasay
it was enjoyable.
Jordan sings lively, good oldfashioned rock n' roll on Racine,
with a little Southern touch mixed
in for a guaranteed good time for all
who listen. The music is full of
energy and kick, which makes it so
good you can't help but like it.
Jordan is the best female rock artist
since Alannah Myles. I can't say
enough good things about this album.
The album also includes such
standout tracks as '' If You Wanna
Love Me'', ''Do What Ya Want'',
and ballads like "I Want To Believe" and "You Don't Have To
Remind Me."
This album is a good addition to
any music library. So if you want
good rock n' roll, get it with a touch
of Sass.••••

Attention Puddin Head
Appearing

AT THE FRANKLIN

Fri. & Sat. February 19th & 20th

Bottom: Bostick
illustration
The contest was
sponsored by The
Chronicle and
Dr. Mark
Mirabello.

"Stone Cold Colllltry".
Throw in some good love songs
like "Small Price" and "An Offer
Her Heart Can't Refuse" and you
got an album that's going to tum out
hit after hit. • • • 112
Grade Scale
Excellent•••••
Great••••
Good•••
Fair••
Poor•
/would liketothankTimShephard
and Shephards's Sound'NOrks, 1003
Gallia St. for providing me with the
musicfor review. All these albums and
many more are available at
Shephord's.
Itissaid thatmusicis a universal
language, so everyone should just
keep on talkin'.

IT JOST FOLL OWED ME HOHL
... CAN I KEEP HIM?!/

Muddle
Pudding

9 - 2 A.M.
Rt. 23 Portsmouth
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Play Has "Alfred Hitchcock" Kind of Ending---

By Kevin Zornes
uc Copy Editor
On February I 0, the Contemporary American Theatre Company
presented a production of Harold
Pinter's play, The Dumb Waiter.
The play was sponsored by The
Ohio Humanities Council and directed by Michael Harper.
The Dumb Waiter is the story
oftwo modem day hit-men waiting

requests for food are made
via the dumb waiter.
The ending ofthe play
reveals to the two men
who their target is in an
"Alfred Hitchcock'' kind
ofway.
During the performance, I realized how much I take
acting for granted. When you watch
T.V. as much as I have, acting

The Du.m b Waiter
by Harold Pinter

to kill someone in Birmingham, En- Nelson, are waiting for their target in
gland. The two men, portrayed by the basement of an apartment buildactors Dann E. Reese and Geoff ing. During their wait, mysterious

Plans For Fine and Performing Arts Center Underway
By Bill Hoimes
UC News Editor
Plans are being consummated
on the new Fine and Performing
Arts Center, due to the passing of
the 1992 Ohio Capital Bill for
Shawnee State which allocated the
last $9.6 million for the facility.
The 105,000 square foot center is
to be constructed on the Gay and
Second Street intersection beside
the Library.
The state will invest over $16
million into the facility, which will
house the Fine and Performing Arts
divisions. The University had original! y petitioned for $23 million in
state capital funds.
The cent~r will hokl a black
box theater and 150 seat recital
hall. The 156 seat theater designed
by George Izenhaur, an internationally recognized theater designer, will serve the University
and the community. Furthermore,
the Arts division will be receiving
new equipment for ceramics, pho-

tography, music, and graphics. The
facility will contain numerous new
studios for the arts divisions as well.
The architect for the project was
Baxter, Hodell, Donnelly, and
Preston Inc. The book assembled by
the architects and the University Plan-

ner, Dr. Dave Gleason, contained 226
illustrations and took 15 months to
complete. Gleason said, "We (SSU]
feltthattheartsfacilitywasextremely
important.''
The facility is expected to bring
over 25 new employees to Shawnee

Write

State. This will include a 15 faculty
Music
member Arts Division comprised
Reviews
of five in the Performing Arts (3 in
music and 2 in theater) and ten in
for the
the Fine Arts.??????
Chronicle
The university and the City of
Portsmouth have already discussed
the project and have been given
approvaltocontinue.Gleasonsaid
traffic may be reduced from two
lanes to one lane from the U.S. '
or see
Grant Bridge and Gay Street in
him in
both directions, though no firm
plans have been decided. This
will require further discussions
with the city.
The project will go out to
bids in February and March of
1993. The chosen construction
Greeks and Clubs
company should begin the work
in either March or April of this
year.
$1,000AN HOUR!
The entire center is estimated
Each member of your
as being completed in 1995 and
frat, sorority, team, club,
completely on line for maximum
etc. pitches in just one
service to the University.
hour and your group can
raise $ I ,000 in just a few
days!

r.;;--------------;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

~=~===~=================~
Model of the Fine and Performing Arts
Center.

DidYou Know?????
--In 1897 the federal government recalled $26 million worth of
one-hundred-dollar bill when a
counterfeit hundred-dollar bill appeared that was so accurate it almost could not be distinguished
from the real thing. This was the
only time in history that fake money
was so well designed that legiti'llate currency had to be withdrawn.
--Until 1900 the state of Rhode
Island had two capitals, at Providence and Newport.
•
--Duringthe Spanish-American
War, Americans were portrayed in
Spanish cartoons as pigs--because
the US was a big exporter of pork to
Cuba.
--During the first five years of
the twentieth century an African
American was lynched almost every other day.
--World War I ended at precisely eleven o'clock on the eleventh

becomes almost insignificant. During this live performance, however, the artistic side of acting became very evident.
The cause of this may have
been the after-play discussion. During the play, you really didn't see
actors; you saw Ben and Gus, the
two English hitmen. At the end of
the play, the audience was pennitted to ask questions.

day of the eleventh month of the year
1918
-•U. S. Grant was arrested, while
President, for speeding in his horse
carriage.
--J. Edgar Hoover refused to allow
people to walk on his shadow.
--Wcmenwereissuchshortsupply
in Louisiana in 1721 that the government of France shipped twenty-five
prostitutes to the colony.
--To see their favorite stars, 82
million people went tot he movies
every week in 1946. A decade later,
becauseoftelevision,onlyhalfas many
people visited roovie theaters weekly.
· -After General Motors hired
seven psychologists in the middle
1950s to determine the effect of
Chevrolet's sounds on potential buyers, one Chevy general manager
boasted: "We've got the finestoocrslam this year we've ever had-a big-car
sourxf.

HEALTH SCIENCE JOB FAIR

DATE:

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1993.

LOCATION:

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BUILDING

INTERVIEWING TIME:

11:00 A.M. • 5:00 P.M.

DISPLAY TIME:

11:00 A.M. • 4:00 P.M.
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES

1.

EACH STUDENT WHO WANTS TO INTERVIEW MUST BE ELIGIBLE TO
GRADUATE IN JUNE/AUGUST '93 OR BE AN ALUMNUS OF THE
UNIVERSITY.

II.

EACH STUDENT CAN ONLY REGISTER WITH THE HEALTH CARE
ORGANIZATION OR DENTIST THAT HAS AN EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY FOR WHICH THE STUDENT/ALUMNUS IS QUALIFIED.

Ill.

EACH STUDENT/ALUMNlJS WHO PLANS TO INTERVIEW MUST:

A

REGISTER IN THE OFFICE OF COUNSELING AND CAREER
SERVICES BElWEEN FEBRUARY 1 AND FEBRUARY 19.

B.

PROVIDE AN UPDATED RESUME TO THE OFFICE OF
COUNSELING AND CAREER SERVICES BY FEBRUARY 19.
INFORMATION DISPLAYS

SOME HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATIONS WILL CHOOSE TO SET UP A BOOTH TO
PROVIDE EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION ON AN INFORMAL BASIS. ANYONE ON
CAMPUS IS PERMITTED TO VISIT THE DISPLAY AREA. IN ADDITION, STUDENTS
PLANNING TO GRADUATE IN JUNE OR AUGUST ARE ENCOURAGED TO DROP
OFF RESUMES. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO
CONTACT DICK HOWARD OR CINDY HOPKINS IN THE OFFICE OF COUNSELING
AND CAREER SERVICES LOCATED IN THE COMMONS BUILDING.

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost. No obligation.

1-800-932-0528,ext. 65

Drug Problem?
You are not alone.

Narcotics
Ano~ymous
MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St.,

Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Church, Fifth and Parle
Ave., Friday 8 p.m.

'-&.I..., .., - ~- . .......... _,._._'"'.........

The University Chronicle

Basketball Preview

By Tom Davis
UC Sports Editor
The basketball season is winding down with the men having three
gamesleft:Tuesday,Feb.16athome
with Mount Vernon Nazarene at
7:30p.m.,Saturday,Feb.20atWalsh
for a 7 p.m. tilt and the following
Saturday at Malone for a 7:30 p.m.

"I:, Steps 'fo The Jkfil In Daycare"
At Close To The Heart, we know the trauma,
stress and agony of finding and retaining good
daycare. Thus we have provided this checklist to
help you in your selection. We care about the
welfare of your children. If your daycare does not
pass the check-up, maybe you c1ose To Your
should check your child out. At The Heart 01y care
Close To The Heart, your child is.,__ _ __
Close To Our Heart.
YES NO YES NO
1. Is the center clean?

an parents &

3. Are you permitted to visit your child's
Classroom at any time of the day?

D
=' D D D
[3'

D D 0

Bachelor and Master's.degrees?

[;J'

O O 0

5. Does your daycare hire an age appropriate, daily learning scneoule for each age
level?

[3' O O O

6. Does your center have flexible night care?

[3'

7. Doas pour daycare c~:itair. tectm=!cg;c:::.I
programs?

B' D D 0

"· Do the teacher's and administratOB hold

8. Are the children in the center always
crying?
·

O

0 0 0

r,,,

D D

D

=t

D D

O

[3'

D D

l3'f

9. Are you made to sign a waiver which tells
you, XllU wllllll2l Sill if ilbUU QC IWlkls.l

gg;ua in the center? (Any center which
does this 5IJguJd alam!Xllll, because it is the
Daycare's responsibility tix !art to provide
you with the.lliml.121J::iwnao.Sim'.ieu 1-800
numbertoreportanyneglectorabusewhich
occurs at your daycare.)
1O. Are alt children treated equally regardless of race religion. etc.?

11 . Is your infant in the high chair when you
leave & still in the same high c'lair when you
pick him/her up or does he cry when you
leave him there?
12. Does your daycare allo·.., emotional or
physical punishment ,t your. child misbthaves?

13. Does your daycarF. r.old to tnese state
guidelines for teacher/child ratio? 1.5 Infants 1-7Toddlers 1-8 Preschool 1-14 Kin::kwr,..,._.,. 1 - 111 !':chool AQe? _ _ _

12:J

D

rY

O 0

D'

cY

O O·

g O O O
·

~?urs Doesn't It's Tlme For A Change.

Sports

ing at 7:30 p.m.
The women's NAIA District 22
playoffsbegmFebruary20. Our next
issue will have all of the particulars.
Before the season started, I attended
the Mid-Ohio Conference banquet.
All of the coaches voted who would
win the conference. I was shocked
when the Lady Bears of Shawnee
State were picked to win the conference again, a second time, in as
many years as they have been in the
MOC. I figured with no senior leadership and as young as they were,
they'd place fourth. I would like to
apologize to the coaching staff and
players for misjudging their talent.
The Lady Bears have had a great
season. AsofFeb 12, they were 189 and I0-3 in the MOC. Great Going
Team!!

Spot1s
for
the

Call

Tom

Davis

DidYou Know???

--Baseball was invented in 1845
by a genteel group of New York
businessmen, who once snobbishly
refused to play the game with a team
of"greasy mechanics" from Brooklyn.
--A major argument about fashion in 1939 was whether women
tennis players should wear white
stockings or nothing at all on their
legs.
--Babe Ruth, who achieved fame
first as a pitcher and only later as a
hitter, earned a salary of$52,000 in
1925. Haifa decade later his annual
salary was up to $80,000.
-~In 1921 a bankrupt H. L. Hunt
won his first oil well in a game of
five-card stud in Arkansas.
--The yo-yo was imported to
America in the 1920s from the PhiliJr
pines.
--Jolm Tyler was on his knees
playing marbles wtm informed that
he had become iresident on the death
ofHarrison.
--On Jan. I, 1935 .Tulane defeats
Temple 20-14 in the first Sugar Bowl
game.
-On Jan. I, 1937 Texas Ouistian
defeats Marquette 16-6 in the first Caton Bowl game.
--On Jan. 15, 1967 The Green Bay
plekers defeat the Kamas City Oliefs
35-10 in the first Super Bowl.
-March 21, 1964 UCLA wins the
NCAA oosketball championship, becaningthefirstcollegeoosketballteam
togoundefe.atedinasea.soosince 1957.
-OnMarch24,1970UCLAwins
$$$.$, FREE TRAVEL AND

Clo.c;e To The Heart Meas-ures IJp!

:__ _

February 15, 1993

FuiffihioOTfl,ffit4S&t.l 4344

contest.
we did turn it around and won the
On March 3, the league championship. That year, I
NAIA District 22 started out with an ankle•injury and
playoffs begin. The my playing time became regulated.
men have a 10-17 I would like to think that the guys
recordasofFeb. 12, were motivated by a cheap shot that
and their playoff messed up my ankle and went on to
hopes not only seem win the league championship. Somedim but out. Con- times I wonder if my ankle injury,
their-youth which caused me to sit down for
and inexperience, they gave their most of the season and play sparopponents all they could handle this ingly at the end, was the reason they
year. Remember guys, there is al- played better. Well, who cares anyway? I got my trophy.
ways next year.
Look out District 22 and MOC.
Some twenty-three years ago, I
remember a coach telling a bunch of The Bears will be back with a venus player, including moi, that we'll geance.
get them next year. I started every
The women's season comes to
game and was lucky not to incur any an end Tuesday Feb. I 6 hosting
season-ending injury. The next year, Mount Saint Joseph's at 5 p.m. This
is a doubleheader with the men play-

Close To The Heart
Check - Up:

2. Are the teachers friendly to
children?
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SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
MO SECOND STREET

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

at 355-227

or see him
in Massie
411

its fourth consecutive NCAA basketball championship.
--On March 26, 1973 UCLA defeats Memphis State 87-66 to win its
record seventh straight NCAA basketball championship.
--On March 26, 1987 Nick
Thometzsetsa worldrecordof36.23
for 500 meters in speed skating.
-OnMarch26, I988JanetEvans
sets a world record of 15:52.10 for
the I 500 meter freestyle.
--On April 18• 1923 Babe Ruth
of the New York .Yankees hits a
home run in the first game played at
y ankee Stadium.

Publi-c
Notice
The University Chronicle

,

announces the dismissal of
Robert Gambill, Business
Manager, from the staff.
The position of Business
Manager has been given to
Martin Poston, who will assumeresponsibilitiesforthese
duties.
Gambill will no longer
represent the Chronicle in any
areas, including business.

--On June 15, 1938 Cincinnati
Reds pitcher Johnny Vander Meer
pitches his record second consecutive no hit game.
--On August 24• 1989 Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose is sus-

pended gambling
from baseball
for life, for~~~~~~~~~;;;~~~;;;;;.!.!
,
alleged
activities.
1
--October 8, 1922 The New York
GiantsdereattheNewYaicYankees
Raise a Cool
in four games, to win the World Se$1000
ries.
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
-Octoberll,1943TheNewYork
PLUS SJOO0FOR THE
MEMBER WHO C4LLS'.
Yankees defeat the St. Louis Cardi.. No obligatioa. No cott.
nals in five games, to win the World
Yoa alto get a FREE
Series.
HEADPHONE RADIO·.
-Oct 18, 1977 New York YanJ•tforcalli&1 ·
kees outfielder Reggie Jackson hits a
l-800-JJZ-OS2l,Ext.6S
lr
record three home runs in the World
l.l
seriesgame,tyingBabe Ruth'srecord. L:;;;;_;_;_;_;_;_;_;_;_;;;;'

Ai CKnid~'-:rs .

r on 1tiomng
• nd
Radiator
Shop

•.

Can1il•lldlalDrand llrCOlldlllonfnslrffcecaimr

$15.95 Oil Change Special

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

D . C II
airy- reme I

- - - - - - - - - ._

333 2nd Street

Footer
Mediwn Pepsi

I
I
I
I

:I $1.50 :I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~=----------~·---------·
2026 Robinson Ave. 35'4-1230

100/4 discovnt on labor with SSU ID

Includes oU filler aad u_p to S gaartl
of oU aad complete cllaNi1

With Coupon

